
The one piece mattress flooring that gives

your horse unrivalled comfort and protection,

while you enjoy huge savings.

A mattress you treat like a floor.

Clean, brush and even power hose
just like a regular floor.

Are you spending too much on bedding?

Installing Stable Comfort will insulate your stable and create

a barrier from the dampness and jar of concrete floors. The

mattress is equivalent to 4 inches of bedding - but unlike

bedding it will not move around when your horse moves

around and rolls in their stable. Stable Comfort gives

consistent and constant protection.

By reducing the amount of bedding you use

Stable Comfort will:

• Improve the air quality in the stable.

• Reduce the time you will spend mucking out

• Reduce the size of your muck heap

• Pay for itself in a year

P R OT E C T I O N  •  C O M F O RT  •  D U R A B I L I T Y  •  S AV I N G S



How to get the best from Stable Comfort

We recommend that you use shavings with your Stable
Comfort Mattress. A small flat bed in the back of the stable will
work best. This will give your bedding time to absorb the
moisture and will keep you stable and horse clean. A scatter of
shavings is not recommended. You will use more shavings this
way and the bedding will not soak up the wet in once place.

A small flat bed in the back third of the stable will work best for
you and your horse to keep hygiene levels up and mucking out
to a minimum.

No Maintenance

Stable Comfort is fitted to the wall and out to the door. You
never have to lift and clean underneath. Once fitted, your one
piece mattress does not allow any seepage under the mattress.
The latex waterproof top cover is screwed to the wall and to
the floor at the door. You don’t have any maintenance.

Stable Comfort is a 2 layer system. The under mattress is filled
with recycled Irish tyres. Using recycled tyres means the
mattress will remain stable. There is a 7 year guarantee on the
under mattress.

The top cover is a latex coated polypropylene fibre mesh sheet.
There is a 3 year guarantee on the top sheet.

Protection

Stable Comfort provides secure grip underfoot even when wet.
Making it ideal for wash boxes.

Stable Comfort is an ideal surface to foal on. Stable Comfort
will give you the peace of mind to know that when your foal is
scrambling around and finding their feet they will get extra grip
and protection to prevent any injuries. The mattress can easily
be cleaned and disinfected between foalings.

StableComfort provides unrivalled horse comfort through a
resilient stable surface.

Better for your horse

Stabled horses spend a lot of time on their feet. Take the jar
out of all that standing with Stable Comforts deep mattress
and durable latex top cover.

Stable Comfort is a non slip surface that helps reduce pulled
muscles and casting. Reduces leg fatigue and tissue fluid
accumulation.
Stable Comfort provides the best possible indoor environment
to ensure optimum leg and joint health for overall comfort with
a more natural underfoot grip.

Help your horse rest and recover from competitive stresses and
injuries more effectively. Studies have shown that due to the
secure footing that Stable Comfort provides, horses will lie
down more often on the mattress mirroring how they would
spend their day outdoors.

Better for you

• Less time mucking out
• Less money spent on bedding
• No maintenance
• No cleaning out underneath, all the dirt and wet stays on 

top

Stable Comfort gives you the peace of mind to kknow that
while you enjoy the savings, you horse is protected, confortable
and safe.

7 year

guarantee on

undermattress
3 year

guarantee on

the top sheet

“Having Stable Comfort fitted in my stables
has halved our mucking out time.  My top

event horses are more relaxed and comfortable
with the cushioning provided by the Stable

Comfort flooring.  A first class product which is
a great addition to my yard.”

Mary King

www.stablecomfort.ie


